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(b) Aparticle describes a conic r = a . where
1+ b cosf

a and b are constant. Show that the force under
which particle is moving is a central force. Deduce
the force law and energy of the particle. 10

Note :- AttemptFIVE questions.Selectat least one question
from each section. The fifth question may be
attempted from any section.

SECTION-A
I. UsingNewton's laws of motion, deduce the conservation

theorems for linearmomentum, angularmomentum and
energy for the motion of a system of particles. 20

II. (a) State Hamilton's principles and hence derive
Lagrange'sequationsofmotionusingthis variational
principle. 14

(b) Obtain Lagrangianand equations of motion for the
harmonic motion of a particle on the surface of a
cone. 6

SECTION-B
III. (a) Derive differentialequationfor the orbit of a particle

moving under the influence of a central force field.
10
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IV. What do you mean by differential and total scattering
cross-sections? Discuss the problem of scattering in a
central force field and hence obtain Rutherford's scattering
formula 20

SECTION-C
V Discussinbriefthe roleof orthogonaltransformationmatrix

in rigidbodykinematics.Hencestateandprovethe various
properties of orthogonal transformationmatrix. 20

VI. A rigid body is rotating about an axis through the origin.
Obtain angularmomentumandkinetic energyin terms of
inertia tensor. How do these expressions get modified in
the coordinate system in which the body axes coincide
with the principle axes? 20

SECTION-D
VII. (a) Define Hamiltonian of a system and hence deduce

Hamilton's equationsof motion from it. Discuss the
various features of these equations. 12

(b) Write Hamiltonian and equations of motion for a
compoundpendulum. 6

(c) Is Hamiltonian more basic or Lagrangian ? Give
arguments in support of your answer. 2

VIII.(a) What is an infinitesimal canonical transformation?
ObtainitsrelationwithPoissonbracket.Hencededuce
the conservationof linear and angularmomenta of a
givenmechanical system. 16

(b) Derive Hamilton's equations of motion in terms of
Poisson bracket form. 4
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